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Abstract 
E-Commerce is an industry where revolutionary changes are arising. 

Each business entrepreneur is in a mood of shifting their business platform 

into online pursuit. Satisfying customer is a vital task since the mood of 

customer may change frequently and look for another e-commerce vendor 

that provides better services. To accomplish this, previous action of user 

should be noted and mined. Text mining assists the e-commerce vendor to 

extract knowledge about the users and fascinate him. Simply stating, text 

mining is the process of deriving high quality information from text. Many 

text mining techniques have been proposed by researchers for extracting 

interesting patterns or knowledge from unstructured text documents. This 

paper focuses on D-pattern mining algorithm which has been proposed as 

an effective text mining methodology. So we introduce the algorithm into e-

commerce called e-mining algorithm which will overcome the current 

difficulties of text mining. The algorithm estimates the specificities of 

pattern and term weights according to the distribution of terms in the 

discovered patterns in e-commerce industry. Providing personalized 

discounts is a great method for persuading customers to involve more in e-

commerce, and this is done by promoting ‘customized’, ‘based on past 
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purchase’ or ‘especially for you’ offers.  

Key Words:D-Pattern, E-Commerce, Personalized Discount, Text Mining. 
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1. Introduction 

For an effective growth in online business, new methodologies have to be 

introduced in order to overcome the competition. As per the survey conducted 

on this type of industry 89% of consumer are happy to choose a retailer that 

offers personalized discount. Better the knowledge extracted from the text leads 

better analysis of the consumer and thereby providing personalized discount. 

However, the term based approach of text mining is subjected to polysemy and 

synonymy. Polysemy means a single word having multiple meaning and 

synonymy is the multiple words having the same meaning. Another technique is 

phrase based approach which faces trouble due to low frequency occurrences. In 

this research we try to analyze an effective text-mining pattern called D-Pattern 

proposed by researchers in referenced paper. 

Text mining is a technique carried out for analyzing textual information in order 

to identify patterns and gain insights. E-commerce applications are bombarded 

with variety of data that emerges from various sources. Hence text mining is an 

immense process in these types applications. Many methods have been adopted 

for mining text from web scenario but new challenges keeps on rising due to 

bombardment of data. 

 

Figure 1: Architecture Design of E-commerce 

The practical application of effective text mining in ecommerce leads to 

1. Recommending complementary products. 

2. Fighting Cyber frauds. 

3. Dispelling the uncertainties about warranty. 

4. Delighting customers with personalized discounts. 

5. Augmenting the chances of conversion in future. 

Text mining is the process extracting useful knowledge from text documents. So 

far as the study conducted based on ecommerce websites it is evident that text 

mining is a vital process to a gather more information about the customer 

thereby providing personalized discount. Text mining is always a challenge 

since data originates from different sources and most of them are unstructured 

too. Extracting exact knowledge from ecommerce website for the sake of 
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individual users is our prime goal. By making text mining more efficient it will 

be able to bliss the user with offers hence the relation with ecommerce site is 

maintained.  

Market basket analysis: This technique is based on a concept that if a customer 

buys an item there is a tendency to look for another item which suits with the 

bought item. Market basket analysis follows strong association rules and checks 

for the combination of items. For example if a buyer order for a packet of bread 

there is a chance to buy butter as a combination. 

D- Pattern presents an innovative and effective pattern for finding relevant and 

interesting information. The D-pattern goes through training phase and testing 

phase. In the training phase, term supports are evaluated and D-patterns are 

deployed to each term. In the testing phase, weights of all incoming documents 

are evaluated and the documents are sorted based on the weights. 

2. Related Works 

Ning Zhong, Yuefeng Li & Sheng-Tang Wu(2012)- In their paper focuses on 

effective text pattern discovery techniques to improve effectiveness of using 

patterns and finding relevant and interesting information. D-pattern mining 

algorithm is proposed as a effective pattern for mining data from the web 

content and as a methodology to overcome the difficulties faced in phrase based 

approach of text mining. 

Alexandra Amado, Paulo cortez, Paulo Rita & Sergio Moro(2017)- A 

detailed result of 1560 papers published in big data for enhancing business 

growth. In this paper the findings shows that the analysis of big data in 

marketing is in a fetal stage. So it briefs that the researchers should take an extra 

effort to develop business using big data in marketing arena. The big data 

mining techniques towards marketing can develop the overall business.. 

G. Ilieva, T. Yankova & S. Klisorava(2015)- Big data methods are discussed 

and used for the effective growth of e-commerce industry by optimizing 

marketing activities and increasing sales by analyzing customer behavior, 

payments and competitors. 

Dipali C. Sonawane, Tejal P. Shirole, Kajal D. Patil, Priyanka V. Patil & 

Amol K. Patil(2017)- In their paper  an effective and innovative pattern 

discovery technique was proposed where the mechanism of pattern deploying 

and evolving has been described for finding relevant and interesting 

information. 

Ms.Awantika Bijwe(2016)- Ms.Awantika Bijwe proposes that useful extraction 

of  knowledge supports for proper decision making. Hence a system for 

effective pattern discovery for using and updating discovered patterns to find 

relevant information as per the user requirement has been proposed. 
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3. Proposed System 

In the proposed system, D-Pattern text mining algorithm is implemented  aiming 

to extract high quality text from the e-commerce websites. The system 

architecture can be divided into 6 modules 

1. Retrieve the text Documents. 

2. Preprocessing of text. 

3. Deploying the D-Pattern mining Algorithm. 

4. Extracting Knowledge. 

5. Decision Making. 

6. Providing Discounts. 

1. Retrieve the Text Documents 

Today many companies are improving their mining technology to enhance their 

business. Many of the users acquire information using search engines like 

Google and it will provide a series of digressive contents rather than the related 

information. In the proposed system the information content will be accurately 

extract and also competitive in maintaining the accuracy. It uses web content 

mining method to extract data from documents and content description. 

2. Preprocessing of Text 

The raw data extracted from ecommerce applications is done with various steps 

to make the text understandable. Preprocessing is a preliminary step in data 

mining where noisy data is cleared. Noisy data is a meaningless or corrupted 

data which doesn’t provide any useful information for mining. The data passes 

through different stages includes data cleaning. It is one of the process of 

perceiving and rectifying records from a data set. Data cleaning process carried 

out by wrangling tool or on the basis of scripting. Subsequently the data set 

should be consistent the similar data sets in the system. 

3. Deploying the D-pattern Algorithm 

The important phase of the of the system where the proposed D-Pattern is 

deployed . All the  documents after the preprocessing stage are divided into 

paragraphs P(d). Let D be a training set of documents, which consists of a set of 

positive documents D+; and a set of negative documents D-. Let T = { k1,k2;..., 

km} be a set of keywords which can be extracted from the set of positive 

documents D+.  It is complicated to derive a method from applying discovered 

patterns in text documents for information filtering systems. Let p1 and p2 be 

sets of term number pairs[8]. C1 and C2 is called the composition of p1 and p2.  

Let DP be a set of d-patterns in DP, and P belongs to DP .We call S(T) the 

complete support of term T the number of patterns that carry  the corresponding 

pattern  taxonomies.  To enhance better text mining  from an ecommerce 

website  Sequential Pattern Mining(SPM) algorithm was proposed to  search all 

closed sequential patterns, where the Apriori algorithm to minimize the 

searching space was used. Algorithm(PTM) shown in Algorithm describes the 

training process of finding the set of d-patterns. For each document in D+, the 
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Sequential  pattern mining algorithm called in giving rise to a set of closed 

sequential patterns SP. In Algorithm, complete discovered patterns in a positive 

document D+ are composed into a D pattern giving rise to a set of d patterns DP  

term supports are calculated based on the normal forms for all terms in d 

patterns. Let R =|T| be the number of terms in T .  

4. Extracting Knowledge 

By deploying the D-pattern mining algorithm result R is obtained. R is the set of  

absolute terms mined from the text documents. 

5. Decision Making 

The vendor can take decision based on the result R. The D-pattern mining 

algorithm gives the absolute terms and the vendor can take the decision based 

on the resultant terms. 

6. Providing Discounts 

Providing discount is a process followed for maintaining customers. Keeping 

the client always accessing your application is a hard task since there is a 

tendency with the clients to switch to another stores in search for discounts. 

Discounts can be allotted based on the previously purchased details, for the 

products that has been searched but not purchased (it may be due to high price), 

using market basket analysis and locality. 

    

Figure 2: System Architecture of the Proposed System 

4. Conclusion 

E- commerce industries goes through tough competition due to multiple number 

of e-commerce site available in the market. The proposed e-mining algorithm 

minimizes the current difficulties of   ecommerce website and keep competitive 

in modern marketing arena. By efficient mining of text from the raw documents 

the vendors can amaze the users with personalized discount and there by 

extending the relationship with the users. Hence both the vendor and receiver 

earn the reward. 
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